First-language (L1) attrition in adulthood:
New insights on language experience and neuroplasticity
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INTRODUCTION

It is more challenging to learn a second-language (L2) in adulthood than childhood. BUT:
Is this due to maturational limits on neuroplasticity after critical/sensitive period for L2?
Claim that L1 is “privileged” and hard-wired (i.e., stable) whereas L2 must rely on different
neurocognitive substrates, as those for L1 are no longer plastic/available
However, factors such as proficiency and exposure are typically confounded with age-ofacquisition (AoA) and have increasingly been shown to determine native-like language-processing.

First-language “attriters” shed new light on neuroplasticity – become predominantly-exposed
and highly-proficient in late-L2 in adulthood, while experiencing changes and attrition in L1.
- Is there evidence of L1-attrition in adult migrants in neural correlates underlying L1?
- Do ERPs reveal attrition effects before we see them in behavioral performance?
- Are there parallels/similarities between L1-attrition and L2-processing (continuum) ?
- Does proficiency modulate brain responses, irrespective of L1/L2 status (i.e., AoA) ?
- Is attrition L2-to-L1 transfer, low L1-proficiency and/or something more?

STUDY 1: NUMBER AGREEMENT IN L1-ITALIAN

Manipulated number agreement between subject, verb and modifier
2 target words: verb and modifier
Based on a study with Italian monolinguals which showed that when
number mismatch detected between S-V, repair occurs based on V and
modifier integrated accordingly ( xyy processed as correct, not xyx)
Do Attriters process and “repair” number violations similarly to
non-attriting native-Controls?
(1) ACCEPTABILITY JUDGMENT TASK (1-5)
Controls
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Inconsistent verb
xyy
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xxy
Inconsistent modifier
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Early P600 amplitude
depends on proficiency

STUDY 3: PROCESSING ‘CONFUSABLE WORDS’ IN ITALIAN

X

Il lavoratore torna dalla fabbrica sporco di grasso.
The workersg returnssg from the factory dirtysg with grease.

Correct
(each word in minimal pair occurs in proper context)

Per coprire la testa, il pescatore porta il cappello di lana.
(To cover his head, the fisherman wears the hat of wool.)

Swap
(words in minimal pair are switched)

Per coprire la testa, il pescatore porta la cappella di lana.
(To cover his head, the fisherman wears the chapel of wool.)

Mismatch
(word from a different minimal pair)

Per coprire la testa, il pescatore porta la menta di lana.
(To cover his head, the fisherman wears the mint of wool.)

Il lavoratore tornano dalla fabbrica sporco di grasso.
The workersg returnpl from the factory dirtysg with grease.
Il lavoratore tornano dalla fabbrica sporchi di grasso.
The workersg returnpl from the factory dirtypl with grease.

(b) HIGH L1 PROFICIENCY
ATTRITERS

Il lavoratore torna dalla fabbrica sporchi di grasso.
The workersg returnssg from the factory dirtypl with grease.

(3) MODIFIER in XXY condition

No rating differences between
violations or between groups.
Attriters slower in RTs than
Controls (not shown here)
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(4) MODIFIER: Repair XYY vs. XYX

Late P600 amplitude
depends on group

Pz

Behavioral tasks + ERP reading studies conducted in Italian and English
Four participant groups:
(1) Attriters: First-generation Italian immigrants; Unanimously report L1-decline and English-use
Age = 36 yrs; AoA-English = 28 yrs; LoR = 12 yrs; n = 24
(2) Late L2-learners: English-Italian (advanced); Age = 31.6; AoA-Italian = 20; n = 20
(3) Italian native-speakers in Italy (monolingual controls); Age = 30.6, n = 30
(4) English native speakers (monolingual controls); Age = 30.5, n = 30

Controls show
tendency for repair +
longer P600

Attriters elicit shorter
P600s for both
violations (no repair)

(c) HIGH L2 PROFICIENCY
LATE-LEARNERS
N400

(a) ITALIAN CONTROLS

Pz

L1-Attriters and L2 learners were
indistinguishable in N400 responses when part
of same proficiency subgroup. L1 and L2
processing on a same proficiency-based
continuum.
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(2) VERB
CONTROLS

ATTRITERS

xyx
Negativity
300-500ms

xyy
Frontal pos.
550-650ms

xxy
P600
650-1000ms

Late P600
1000-1200ms

Negativity: More
robust + broader in
L1-Attriters than
Controls. Influence
from English: treat S-V
disagreement as salient
violations (whereas in
Italian, S may follow V).
P600: Smaller, less
posterior + shorter in
Attriters

(d) LOWER L1 PROFICIENCY
ATTRITERS

Controls

High Proficiency
Low Proficiency

P600

Attriters

- Attrition effects observed in online grammatical processing.
- Influence of English and changes in online revision/repair of sentences.
- Proficiency predicts native-like processing patterns, even in L1
- But attrition not only L1-proficiency effects (differences as a g roup on late P600)
- Online ERP differences in absence of offline behavioral differences

STUDY 2: RELATIVE CLAUSE WORD-ORDERS IN L1-ITALIAN

Do attriters show cross-linguistic influence (transfer) from
predominantly-used L2 (English) although reading in native-L1?
Italian has flexible subject-verb word order and Italian readers rely
on semantic cues (agent-patient roles  N400) to assign subject.
English readers rely on word-order and would perceive #2 and #3
are ungrammatical ( P600)

1. V-NP Il gatto che caccia i topi corre nel giardino.
subject
S
O
The cat that chases the mice runs in the garden.
2. V-NP I topi che caccia il gatto tremano di paura.
object
O
S
The mice that chases the cat tremble with fear.
3. NP-V Il gatto che i topi caccia corre nel giardino.
subject
S
O
The cat that the mice chases runs in the garden.
4. NP-V I topi che il gatto caccia tremano di paura.
object
O
S
The mice that the cat chases tremble with fear.
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V-NP contrast (condition 2 vs. 1)
CONTROLS

*

N400

N400

Attriters

*

Transfer from
English: Attriters
rated only #2 and
#3 lower than
Controls
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P600
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P600
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N400

ATTRITERS
No N400

Large
broad
P600

Do L1-Attriters show less
transfer /co-activation from
L1-Italian to L2-English
(i.e., more “native-like” in
English) with increasing
attrition? Do native-English
learners of Italian show coactivation in L1-English?

ATTRITERS

Early neg.

Large P600

- Attriters show transfer of English-L2
syntax when processing Italian-L1
- Word orders that are permissible in Italian
but violations in English are rated lower
and processed differently

P3a

P600

= EH (, )
= IH (, )
= IC (, )
= CC (, )

Our studies provide the first ERP evidence of L1-attrition effects in online morphosyntactic and lexical-semantic processing.
Individuals who lived in exclusively monolingual L1-environment until adulthood can experience changes to L1 at neurocognitive level.
Changes can resemble low-proficiency processing patterns, cross-linguistic influence and/or less efficient and more conscious processing.
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EC (cognate in English-homograph context)
IH (homograph in Italian-homograph context)
IC (cognate in Italian-homograph context)

CH (homograph in cognate context)
CC (cognate in cognate context)

The prisoner violated the parole after a month.
The prisoner violated the cabin after a month.
The poet rhymed the parole of the verse.
The poet rhymed the cabin of the verse.
The hikers rented the parole in the mountains.
The hikers rented the cabin in the mountains.

 




 








 

Difference waves for EH – CC

Attriters showed a homograph interference effect (reduced N400 for IH sentences where the context was consistent with the Italian meaning)
and a cognate facilitation effect. These effects were modulated by Italian-English relative proficiency level and by length of residence. The
N400 for English violations were indistinguishable from English native-speakers (monolinguals and bilinguals). Both bilingual groups showed
larger P600s for homograph-targets than cognates (and smallest for CC)  increased conflict and “second thought” during lexical-selection?

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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EH (homograph in English-homograph context)

Cognate facilitation in N400
window only for Attriters. In
P600 window, both bilingual
groups show homograph
interference, and degree of
interference influenced by
proficiency (specifically scores on
a verbal translation task )

NP-V contrast (condition 3 vs. 4)

NO neg.

N400

Larger P600 in Attriters (significantly larger
and broader than in native-Controls) –
suggestive of more elaborated “secondthought” / conflict monitoring / doublechecking the preceding input. Characteristic
of Attrition group irrespective of proficiency
(related to attention / motivation to succeed?)

P600

V-NP-sub V-NP-obj NP-V-sub NP-V-obj

CONTROLS

(e) LOWER L2 PROFICIENCY
LATE-LEARNERS

STUDY 4: PROCESSING HOMOGRAPHS AND COGNATES IN ENGLISH

Controls

4

N400

N400 responses to both lexical-semantic
anomalies but especially Swap violations were
determined by Italian proficiency scores,
not group.

= CONTROLS
= ATTRITERS
= L2 LEARNERS

Proficiency-level is a crucial factor in determining the brain’s responses to language, not only for L2 processing but also in L1.
Attriters can resemble late L2-learners on some aspects of processing, regardless of L1 / L2 status (on the same continuum)
Overall, our studies argue in favor of ongoing neuroplasticity for language in adulthood.

